3. Uses of Peanut Oil

Watch out if you having just eaten a peanut butter sandwich! That snack of your may be more powerful than you thinks. The oil of peanuts is used for making nitroglycerin, a nonexplosive ingredient of dynamite. The oil is rarely used in household items. Grooming products and paint sometimes contains peanut oil. It is used in salad dressing, to. Compared to olive oil, peanut oil is considered by some people to be the most tasty. Indeed peanut oil has many use.

Peanut oil is a common ingredient in many household items, including paint, grooming products, and salad dressing. It is also used to make nitroglycerin, the principal explosive ingredient of dynamite!

Find the 10 errors in this activity. There are no errors in the illustration or the caption.
3. Uses of Peanut Oil ________

10 errors—2 content; 6 grammar/usage; 1 punctuation; 1 spelling

Uses of Peanut Oil Errors

Watch out if you have just eaten a peanut butter sandwich! That snack of yours may be more powerful than you think. The oil of peanuts is used for making nitroglycerin, an explosive ingredient of dynamite. The oil is rarely used in household items. Grooming products and paint sometimes contain peanut oil. It is used in salad dressing, too. Compared to olive oil, peanut oil is considered by some people to be the most tasty. Indeed, peanut oil has many uses.

1. have just eaten—Grammar: helping verb (used in present perfect tense) [3.26, 3.24, 3.25]
2. of yours—Grammar: possessive pronoun used without noun [3.19]
3. you think—Usage: agreement of verb with subject (in adverb clause) [4.2]
4. an explosive—Content: see caption [2.1]
5. oil is commonly used—Content: see illustration and caption (Acceptable: often OR sometimes OR also OR oil is rarely used) [2.1]
6. contain—Usage: agreement of verb with compound subject (products and paint/contain) [4.3]
7. too—Spelling [6.1]
8. more tasty—Grammar: comparative adjective [3.9, 3.1]
9. Indeed,—Punctuation: comma used after introductory word [5.14]
10. many uses—Usage: agreement of noun with adjective in number [4.5]